Suppose (X, g) is a compact, spin Riemannian 7-manifold, with Dirac operator / D g :
Introduction
Suppose now that (X, g) is an odd-dimensional compact Riemannian spin manifold with real spinor bundle / S → X. The real Dirac operator coupled to the induced connections on Ad E defines a family of self-adjoint elliptic operators
Let det / D g Ad E be the determinant line bundle of this family, a real line bundle over A E , and letŌ
Ad E \ {zero section} R >0 be the associated orientation double cover, a principal Z 2 -bundleŌ / D g E → A E , where Z 2 = {±1}. As A E is contractible,Ō / D g E is trivializable, and we have two possible orientations. For X a compact spin 7-manifold and G = SU(m) the argument of Walpuski in [30, Prop. 6.3] shows that the gauge group acts trivially on the set of trivializations ofŌ / D g E , and [21, Ex. 2.13] implies that this also holds for G = U(m). HenceŌ
, and orientations may be constructed equivalently over A E or B E . See [21] for more details. Now suppose (X, ϕ, g) is a compact G 2 -manifold, as in [15, §10- §12] , with d( * ϕ) = 0. As in Donaldson-Thomas [12] and Donaldson-Segal [11] , a connection A on E is called a G 2 -instanton if its curvature F A satisfies
The deformation theory of G 2 -instantons is elliptic, and therefore the moduli space M G2 E of irreducible G 2 -instantons on E modulo gauge is a smooth manifold (of dimension 0) under suitable transversality assumptions, and a derived manifold (of virtual dimension 0) in the sense of [16, [18] [19] [20] in the general case. Examples and constructions of G 2 -instantons are given in [23] [24] [25] [29] [30] [31] .
As in [21 [11, 12] .
In the present paper, we solve the problem of defining canonical orientations for M G2 E . As for moduli spaces of anti-self-dual instantons in dimension four, where orientations depend on an orientation of H 0 (X) ⊕ H 1 (X) ⊕ H 2 + (X) (see Donaldson [9] and Donaldson-Kronheimer [10, Prop. 7.1.39]), this will depend on some additional algebro-topological data, a so-called flag structure.
When (X, ϕ, g) is a compact G 2 -manifold one can define an interesting class of minimal 3-submanifolds Y in X called associative 3-folds [15, §10.8] . Compact associative 3-folds have elliptic deformation theory, and form well-behaved moduli spaces M ass , as (derived) manifolds. In the spirit of [11, 12] , the first author [17] discussed defining enumerative invariants of (X, ϕ, g) counting associative 3-folds. To determine signs, he defined canonical orientations on moduli spaces M ass , using the new idea of flag structures [17, §3.1] . Now Donaldson and Segal [11] (see also Walpuski [31] ) explain that associative 3-folds are connected to G 2 -instantons, as a sequence of G 2 -instantons (E, A i ) ∞ i=1 can 'bubble' along an associative 3-fold Y as i → ∞. So the problems of defining canonical orientations on moduli spaces of associative 3-folds and of G 2 -instantons should be related. In [17, Conj. 8.3] , the first author conjectured that one should define canonical orientations for moduli spaces of G 2 -instantons using flag structures. This paper proves that conjecture.
We shall follow a general procedure to orient gauge-theoretic moduli spaces using excision explained in [21, §3.3] . To do this in a way depending on many choices is simple. It then remains to show independence of choices, if possible. We use flag structures to reduce a certain choice that would otherwise have affected the orientation. We recall the details from [17] in Section 3.
In (2.2) we define the orientation Z 2 -torsor Or E of an SU(m)-bundle E. Up to an orientation for the untwisted Diracian, this is the set of orientations on the determinant line bundle of (1.1). For an SU(m 1 )-bundle E 1 → X and SU(m 2 )-bundle E 2 → X we have canonical isomorphisms (Proposition 2.14)
2) Here is our main result. The proof is sketched below. Theorem 1.2. A flag structure F on a compact spin 7-manifold X determines, for every SU(m)-bundle E → X and m ∈ N, a canonical orientation
satisfying the following axioms, by which o F (E) is uniquely determined:
(a) (Normalization.) For E = C m trivial, let o flat (E) ∈ Or E be the image of 1 ∈ Z 2 under the isomorphism (1.3). Then
(1.5) (b) (Stabilization.) Under the isomorphism Or E⊕C ∼ = Or E ⊗ Z 2 Or C ∼ = Or E , using (1.2) and (1.3), we have
(1.6) (c) (Excision.) Let E ± → X ± be SU(m)-bundles over compact connected spin 7-manifolds X ± with flag structures F ± . Let U ± ⊂ X ± be open subsets and let ρ ± be SU(m)-frames of E ± defined outside compact subsets K ± of U ± . Let φ : U + → U − be a spin diffeomorphism with φ(K + ) = K − covered by an SU(m)-isomorphism Φ :
where α + ∈ H 3 (U + ; Z) is the homology class Poincaré dual to the relative Chern class c 2 (
Moreover, the following additional properties hold:
(ii) (Families.) Let P be a paracompact Hausdorff space, X a compact spin 7-manifold, and E → X × P an SU(m)-bundle. The union of all torsors Or(E| X×{p} ) for each p ∈ P is a double cover of P, of which the map p → o F (E| X×{p} ) defines a continuous section. In particular, canonical orientations are deformation invariant.
Now let E → X be a rank m complex vector bundle with U(m)-structure. ThenẼ = E ⊕ Λ m E * is a rank m + 1 complex vector bundle with SU(m + 1)-structure, and [21, Ex. 2.13] defines a canonical isomorphism of Z 2 -torsors Or E ∼ = OrẼ. Hence the first part gives canonical orientations o F (E) ∈ Or E for all U(m)-bundles E → X. These satisfy the analogues of (a)-(c) and (ii), but may not satisfy (i). Remark 1.3. The problem with extending (i) to U(m)-bundles in the last part, is that if E 1 , E 2 → X are U(m 1 )-and U(m 2 )-bundles then the left hand side of (1.8) comes from the orientation for the SU(
* , but the right hand side comes from the orientation for the
, which is different. The orientations o F (E) for U(m)-bundles defined in the last part may not satisfy (i). For example, let X = CP 3 × S 1 , which has two flag structures F + , F − , and take
we find that changing from F + to F − changes the sign of all three of o , g ) be a compact G 2 -manifold with d( * ϕ) = 0, and choose an orientation of det / D g for the untwisted Diracian and a flag structure F on X. Then we can define a canonical orientation for the moduli space
Donaldson and Segal [11] propose defining enumerative invariants of (X, ϕ, g) by counting M G2 E , with signs, and adding correction terms from associative 3-folds in X. To determine the signs we need an orientation of M It is natural to want to extend Theorem 1.2 and Corollary 1.4 to moduli spaces of connections on principal G-bundles Q → X for Lie groups G other than SU(m) and U(m), but this is not always possible. Section 2.4 gives an example of a compact, spin 7-manifold X for which O / D g Q → B Q is not orientable when Q = X × Sp(m) → X is the trivial Sp(m)-bundle, for all m 2.
Outline of the paper
We begin in §2 by recalling background material on determinant line bundles. Then our main object of study, the orientation torsor Or E of an SU(m)-bundle E → X, is introduced along with its basic properties. We recall from [27] the excision technique from index theory in the context of orientations. It can be regarded as extending the functoriality of orientation torsors from globally defined isomorphisms to local ones. Section 3 briefly recalls flag structures, and §4 proves Theorem 1.2. In brief, the proof works as follows:
(A) Let X be a compact spin 7-manifold with flag structure F , and E → X an SU(m)-bundle. We show that we can find:
, preserving orientations and spin structures.
, and a spin diffeomorphism ψ : U → U ′ with ψ| Y = ι and dψ| NY = Ψ.
where F S 7 is the unique flag structure on S 7 .
Observe that if Theorem 1.2(a)-(c) hold, they force o We can now define o For finite-dimensional vector spaces, the top exterior power has the fundamental property that a short exact sequence
Lemma 2.1. For finite-dimensional vector spaces V and W we have
Fredholm determinant
The determinant of a homomorphism f : 
with exact rows and F, G, H Fredholm there is a canonical isomorphism
Proof. Snake lemma and the fundamental property in finite dimensions. To see that det F is locally trivial, pick t 0 ∈ T and s(t 0 ) :
Example 2.5. Let D be a family of elliptic differential or pseudo-differential operators over a compact manifold X. These determine Fredholm operators by regarding them as acting on Sobolev spaces. The determinant line bundle is independent of the degree of the Sobolev space, since by elliptic regularity the kernels of D and D * consist of smooth sections. Here, D * denotes the formally adjoint differential operator and we recall Ker
For a family of differential operators the manifold and vector bundle may depend on t ∈ T , as long as they form a fibre bundle [6] . Up to this point the discussion applies to operators over both the real or the complex numbers. From now on we need real operators. Definition 2.7. The orientation cover of a T -family of real Fredholm operators
An orientation for the determinant of the family is a global section of Or F .
As det F is locally trivial, Or F is a double cover of T , so for T connected there are either two orientations or none. An advantage of orientation covers is their deformation invariance. The argument for Lemma 2.6 now gives:
In particular, the orientation cover of a T -family of real elliptic operators D depends only on the principal symbol.
Orientation torsors and excision

Basic construction
We now simplify the discussion by restricting to Diracians twisted by connections. On the level of orientations only the underlying vector bundles matter: Definition 2.9. Let (X, g) be an odd-dimensional compact spin manifold with real spinor bundle / S. Let E → X be a vector bundle with SU(m)-structure, and let Ad E be the associated bundle of Lie algebras. The twisted Diracians
Ad E of real elliptic operators parametrized by the space
Ad C m ,0 be the Diracian twisted by the trivial bundle Ad C m and zero connection. The orientation torsor of E → X is
Similarly, for a paracompact Hausdorff space P and a P -family of SU(m)-bundles, meaning an SU(m)-bundle E → X × P smooth in the X directions, we get a double cover Or E → P by taking global sections only in the X-direction.
By Lemma 2.8, Or E does not depend on g up to canonical isomorphism. More formally, one may take global sections also in this contractible variable.
Remark 2.10. Let Q be the principal SU(m)-frame bundle of E. In the terminology of [21] , when B Q is n-orientable, the orientation torsor Or E is the set of global sections of the n-orientation bundleǑ Remark 2.12. For anti-self-dual moduli spaces in dimension four the Diracian is replaced by d⊕d *
, as in DonaldsonKronheimer [10] . For these Or E is canonically trivial and the untwisted operator is responsible for the dependence of orientations on
m we can evaluate at the zero connection and canonically identify the orientation torsor with Z 2 . We write o flat (C m ) ∈ Or C m for this canonical base-point.
Orientations and direct sums
The behaviour of orientation bundles under direct sums is studied in the companion paper [21, Ex. 2.11] . From there we recall the following: Proposition 2.14. Let E 1 be an SU(m 1 )-bundle, E 2 an SU(m 2 )-bundle over a compact odd-dimensional spin manifold X. We have a canonical isomorphism
These have the following properties:
(i) (Families.) Let P be paracompact Hausdorff, E 1 → X × P an SU(m 1 )-bundle, and E 2 → X × P an SU(m 2 )-bundle, regarded as P -families of bundles. Then the collection of all maps λ E1| X×{p} ,E2| X×{p} for each p ∈ P becomes a continuous map of double covers over P .
Moreover, in (2.5) we will see that the isomorphisms (2.3) are natural.
We shall adopt the product notation
Proof. We briefly recall the argument of [21, Ex. 2.11]. For the adjoint bundles
As the Diracian twisted by Hom C (E 1 , E 2 ) is complex linear, its kernels and cokernels are complex vector spaces and Or det R ( / D g Hom C (E1,E2) ) is canonically trivial. This, combined with the same for C m1 , C m2 in place of E 1 , E 2 , gives (2.3). The same proof works for families. Associativity is [21, (2.13)] and commutativity is [21, (2.12) ], noting that indices vanish in odd dimensions.
Excision
Seeley's excision principle [26, Th. 1 on p. 198] (also called transplanting) is one of the key techniques in the K-theory proof of the Atiyah-Singer index theorem [4, §8] . Donaldson first applied excision to gauge theory in [9] , see also [10, §7] . In [27] , the second author observes that on the level of orientations these ideas can be formalized into a 'categorification' of the classical calculus for the numerical index. The proof of the following theorem can be found there:
These excision isomorphisms have the following properties:
(ii) (Families.) Let P be a paracompact Hausdorff space,
− outside a subset of U + that is proper over P . Then the collection of all maps (2.4) for each p ∈ P becomes a continuous map of double covers over P .
In particular, when E ± is pulled back from X ± along the projection, the isomorphism (2.4) is unchanged under deformation of the rest of the data
phisms Or E ± ∼ = Z 2 induced by Definition 2.13 and
Here we recall from [22, p. 86 ] that a spin diffeomorphism is an orientationpreserving diffeomorphism φ : X + → X − together with a choice of lift of the induced map on GL + (R)-frame bundles to the topological spin bundles. If E ± → X are SU(m)-bundles and Φ : E + → E − an SU(m)-isomorphism, we may take X + = X − = U + = U − = X, and φ = id X , and ρ + = ∅ = ρ − to be defined over the empty set. Then we use the shorthand
Global automorphisms
Mapping torus
Theorem 2.15 includes as the special case U ± = X ± the more obvious functoriality for globally defined diffeomorphisms φ : X + → X − and Φ. The theorem can be regarded as extending this functoriality to open manifolds and compactly supported data. The effect of a globally defined diffeomorphism can be studied using the following construction. 
(ii) X ψ is a fibre bundle over S 1 with typical fibre X.
(iii) If X is oriented and ψ is orientation preserving, then X ψ is oriented.
(iv) When X has a spin structure and ψ is a spin structure preserving diffeomorphism we get a topological spin structure on X ψ .
(v) Let E → X be a vector bundle and Ψ : E → E an automorphism covering ψ. Then the mapping torus E Ψ is a vector bundle over X ψ .
Calculating the effect on orientations using the mapping torus
Proposition 2.18. Let X be an odd-dimensional compact spin manifold and
Proof. By choosing a connection A 0 ∈ A E and any smooth path A t , t ∈ [0, 1] from A 0 to A 1 = Ψ * A 0 we may regard E Ψ → X ψ as an S 1 -family of SU(m)-bundles with connection. Pick a metric on X ψ . Using the induced metrics g t on X t we can form the S 1 -family of Diracians / D by Ad E Ψ . To compute the index of a single operator we may complexify and can then apply the cohomological index formula of Atiyah-Singer [5] to get Proof. The proof is similar to that of Walpuski [30, Prop. 6.3] . We have
By the Atiyah-Singer index theorem [5] A :=
is an index and hence an integer. Then (2.6) follows from
Finally, when ψ = id X we have X ψ = X × S 1 and p 1 (T X ψ ) = pr * X p 1 (T X). On the spin 7-manifold X the cohomology class p 1 (T X) is divisible by four.
Example 2.20. Let E → X be an SU(m)-bundle over a compact spin 7-manifold with second Chern class Poincaré dual to a 3-submanifold Y ⊂ X.
Let Ψ : E → E be an SU(m)-isomorphism covering a spin diffeomorphism ψ : X → X satisfying ψ| Y = id Y . Then we may regard Y × S 1 ⊂ X ψ . Formula (2.6) is the self-intersection (mod 2) of the class α in H 4 (X ψ ) Poincaré dual to c 2 (E Ψ ). We have α = [Y × S 1 ] + β for some β ∈ H 4 (X), where X is included into X ψ at some fixed point of [0, 1]. As the cross term appears twice and β • β = 0 in X ψ , we get
This again shows that δ(id, Ψ) ≡ 0 when ψ = id.
An example of a non-orientable moduli space B Q
Suppose (X, g) is a compact, spin Riemannian 7-manifold, and G is any Lie group, and Q → X is a principal G-bundle. Then generalizing §1 we may define moduli spaces A Q of connections on Q and B Q = A Q /G of connections on Q modulo gauge, and a principal Z 2 -bundleŌ
This section will give an example of (X, g) for which when G = Sp(m) for m 2 and Q = X ×Sp(m) → X is the trivial Sp(m)-bundle, G acts non-trivially on the set of global sections ofŌ 
Proof. This can be computed using Chern roots, meaning it suffices to establish (2.7) in the case that the H 2 -bundle (R × H 2 )/ Sp(2) → X associated to R is the direct sum of quaternionic line bundles. Proof. Using (2.7) we find that
As p 1 (T X) is divisible by four, the first summand on the right is even.
Let R f be the mapping torus bundle over X ×S 1 of a smooth f : X → Sp(2). Then the Euler number of R f is the degree of
For non-orientability, we seek X and f such that this degree is odd. 
As π 6 Sp(1) = Z 12 and π 6 Sp(2) = {0}, the cokernel of π * is Z 12 .
Example 2.24. For a b c d ∈ Sp(2) and q ∈ Sp(1), define
Then M ∈ Sp(2). Replacing (a, b, c, d, q) by (ar, bs, cr, ds,sqs) for r, s ∈ Sp(1) does not change the matrix M . Hence the formula defines a map
where the diagonal subgroup (r, s) ∈ Sp(1)× Sp(1) ⊂ Sp(2) acts on q ∈ Sp(1) by conjugating with the second factor q →sqs. It is easy to see that deg(π
Q is non-orientable, where Q = X × Sp(2) → X is the trivial Sp(2)-bundle over X.
In the sequel [7] we will use Example 2.24 to give examples of non-orientable moduli spaces of Sp(m)-connections B Q for m 2 on the 8-manifold X × S 1 .
Flag structures
We recall the following from [17, §3.1]. Here X is not assumed to be compact.
Definition 3.1. Let X be an oriented 7-manifold, and consider pairs (Y, s) of a compact, oriented 3-submanifold Y ⊂ X, and a non-vanishing section s of the normal bundle N Y of Y in X. We call (Y, s) a flagged submanifold in X.
For non-vanishing sections s,
using the intersection product '•' between a 3-cycle and a 4-chain whose boundary does not meet the cycle, see Dold [8, (13.20) ].
Note that since Y 
This is a well behaved condition by (3.2)-(3.3).
(iii) If (Y 1 , s 1 ), (Y 2 , s 2 ) are disjoint flagged submanifolds then
Flag structures restrict to open subsets in the obvious way.
Here is [17, Prop. 3.6]:
Proposition 3.3. Let X be an oriented 7-manifold. Then:
(a) There exists a flag structure F on X.
(b) If F, F ′ are flag structures on X then there exists a unique group morphism H 3 (X; Z) → {±1}, denoted F ′ /F, such that
(c) Let F be a flag structure on X and ǫ : H 3 (X; Z) → {±1} a morphism, and define F ′ by (3.4) with F ′ /F = ε. Then F ′ is a flag structure on X.
Hence the set of flag structures on X is a torsor over Hom H 3 (X; Z), Z 2 . Definition 3.5. Let ψ : X ′ → X be an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism. The pullback of the flag structure F on X is (ψ
The pushforward is defined to be the pullback along ψ −1 .
When X ′ = X we can compare a flag structure to its pullback along ψ: Proposition 3.6. Let X be an oriented 7-manifold and Y ⊂ X a compact oriented 3-submanifold. Suppose ψ : X → X is an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism with 
The normal bundle of Y ×S 1 in X ψ is the mapping torus of dψ : 
Canonical orientations
This section proves our main result Theorem 1.2, following the outline in §1. 
(A)
using the product notation defined after Proposition 2.14.
Proposition 4.2. These orientations have the following properties:
is independent of k and Φ.
(ii) (Families.) Let P be paracompact Hausdorff and E → X ×P stably trivial.
is a continuous section of the double cover Or E .
(iii) (Functoriality.) Let E 1 be an SU(m 1 )-bundle and E 2 an SU(m 2 )-bundle over X, both stably trivial. Let ℓ 1 , ℓ 2 ∈ N and let Ψ :
(v) (Direct sums.) Let E 1 , E 2 → X be SU(m 1 )-and SU(m 2 )-bundles, both stably trivial. Then
Proof. (i) Given ℓ ∈ N and Φ : E ⊕ C k → C m+k we use the properties of Proposition 2.14 and find
This proves independence of k. The independence of Φ follows from Proposition 2.19. Once o flat is well-defined, (iii)-(iv) are clear.
(ii) We know already that Or(Φ) and λ are continuous maps of double covers over P and that o flat (C k ) and o flat (C m+k ) are continuous sections.
On the other hand, by using the trivialization (
Combining the last two equations and using unitality implies the result. 
Trivializing SU(m)-bundles outside codimension 4
The next definition explains how to trivialize an SU(m)-bundle E → X outside a submanifold Y ⊂ X of codimension 4. 
This is an injective linear map of complex vector bundles which is isometric for the Hermitian metrics on C m−1 | X\Y and E| X\Y . As E has an SU(m)-structure, there is a unique isomorphism of SU(m)- 
Two embedding theorems
We will need the following variation on Whitney's Embedding Theorem: (ii) Any two embeddings Y ֒→ S 7 are isotopic through embeddings.
By similar methods, Wall has also shown the following: 
Definition of the orientations o
F Y,ρ,ι,Ψ (E) Definition 4.7. Suppose X is a compact, oriented, spin 7-manifold with flag structure F , and E → X is a rank m complex vector bundle with SU(m)-structure. After making some arbitrary choices, we will define an orientation o Here when we say that Ψ identifies the spin structures, we mean that it has a liftΨ to the spin bundles of N Y , N Y ′ . To see this, choose a spin structure on the oriented 3-manifold Y and transport it along ι to Y ′ . Using the spin structures on X, S 7 we get, by 2-out-of-
and Spin(4) is 2-connected, these are trivial principal bundles, and therefore we may choose an oriented, spin isomorphism Ψ between the normal bundles N Y , N Y ′ .
Choose tubular neighbourhoods U ⊂ X and
′ identifying orientations and spin structures on U, U ′ , with ψ| Y = ι and dψ| NY = Ψ. As in Definition 4.
4). By Example 4.3, E
′ → S 7 is stably trivial, so Definition 4.1 gives an orien-
where F S 7 is the unique flag structure on S 7 , and Proof. In the situation of Definition 4.7, equations (1.5)-(1.6) and Definition
. Thus orientations o F (E) satisfying (1.5)-(1.7) are unique if they exist. 
(B) The o
(B)(
In the situation of Definition 4.7, let X, F, E, Y, ρ, ι, Ψ be fixed, and let U 0 , U ′ 0 , ψ 0 and U 1 , U ′ 1 , ψ 1 be alternative choices for U, U ′ , ψ. Then by properties of tubular neighbourhoods we can find families U t , U ′ t and ψ t : U t → U 
Since the horizontal maps are isomorphisms we see that Φ * = id. Thus we have
As we are in the stable range 2m k, the K-theory class determines the bundle up to isomorphism, so Θ exists as claimed.
For the second part, every Spin (4) After stabilizing by C l for l 0 with 2(m + l) 7, using Proposition 4.9 on N Y ⊂ S(N Y ⊕ R) we obtain an isomorphism of SU(m + l)-bundles 
which implies that Or(ψ 
factor (4.4) . And for i = 0, 1 we have commutative diagrams 
(B)(iii
In a similar way to §4.2.1, this is immediate from Theorem 4.5(ii) and the families property Theorem 2.15(ii) of excision isomorphisms. By genericness, Z intersects the hypersurface X ×{t} in X ×[0, 1] for t ∈ [0, 1] transversely, except at finitely many points (x i , t i ) for i = 1, . . . , k, with 0 < t 1 < · · · < t k < 1. Also the projection π X | Z : Z → X is an immersion except at finitely many points (x j ,t j ) for j = 1, . . . , l, where for all i = 1, . . . , k, where ǫ > 0 is small.
(B)(iv) o
As it is injective on Y ti , which is compact, making ǫ smaller we can suppose this is an embedding, so that 
Here the first and fifth steps come from (4.2). In the second and fourth steps we use ψ ti±ǫ = χ| Ut i ±ǫ , expanding the open sets U ti±ǫ , U ′ ti±ǫ to V, V ′ , and shrinking
In the third step, with E, V, χ fixed, we deform the SU(m)-framing ρ t | X\Wi : C m | X\Wi → E| X\Wi defined using s t smoothly over t ∈ [t i − ǫ, t i + ǫ], and hence also smoothly deforming the data E ′ t , Ξ t , ρ ′ t | S 7 \W ′ i constructed using ρ t | X\Wi . Theorem 2.15(ii) implies that the corresponding family of orientations deforms continuously in t ∈ [t i − ǫ, t i + ǫ], so has the same value at t i ± ǫ. This proves equation (4.5) , and the proposition. 
, and ρ
By applying Or(ψ, Ψ, ρ, ρ ′ ) to this equation and using compatibility of excision with λ and with restriction we find that Or(ψ, Ψ, ρ, ρ
The proposition then follows from (4.2) by multiplying this equation by 
Note that the data Y ′ , N Y ′ , U ′ , E ′ , ρ ′ on S 7 is the same in both +, − cases. Then as in §4.2.5 we have
We now have Or(φ, Φ, ρ
using (4.2) and (4.7) in the first step, (4.6) and functoriality of Or(−) and F ′ /F in the second, and using (4.2) and (4. Proof. Let E → X × P be an SU(m)-bundle. By compactness of X each p ∈ P has an open neighbourhood Q with E| X×Q ∼ = E| X×{p} × Q. By (1.7) we have o F (E| X×{q} ) ∼ = o F (E| X×{p} ) for every q ∈ Q under the excision isomorphism, which depends continuously on q.
This completes the proof of the first part of Theorem 1.2, on SU(m)-bundles.
(D) Extension to U(m)-bundles
Finally we extend Theorem 1.2 to U(m)-bundles. Clearly the canonical orientations o F (E) for U(m)-bundles E → X are well defined. They also satisfy Theorem 1.2(a)-(c) and (ii), since mapping the U(m)-bundle E to the SU(m+1)-bundleẼ = E ⊕ Λ m E * commutes with all the operations in (a)-(c) and (ii).
